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Abstract

Aneuploidy is the loss or gain of chromosomes within a genome. It is often detrimen-

tal and has been associated with cell death and genetic disorders. However, aneu-

ploidy can also be beneficial and provide a quick solution through changes in gene

dosage when cells face environmental stress. Here, we review the prevalence of

aneuploidy in Saccharomyces, Candida, and Cryptococcus yeasts (and their hybrid off-

spring) and analyse associations with chromosome size and specific stressors. We dis-

cuss how aneuploidy, a segregation error, may in fact provide a natural route for the

diversification of microbes and enable important evolutionary innovations given the

right ecological circumstances, such as the colonisation of new environments or the

transition from commensal to pathogenic lifestyle. We also draw attention to a largely

unstudied cross link between hybridisation and aneuploidy. Hybrid meiosis, involving

two divergent genomes, can lead to drastically increased rates of aneuploidy in the

offspring due to antirecombination and chromosomal missegregation. Because

hybridisation and aneuploidy have both been shown to increase with environmental

stress, we believe it important and timely to start exploring the evolutionary signifi-

cance of their co‐occurrence.
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1 | BACKGROUND

During cell division, cells can gain or lose a chromosome, resulting in

abnormal chromosome numbers that do notmatch their parental karyo-

types. This is known as aneuploidy. Aneuploidy is a common by‐product

of chromosomal missegregation during meiosis and mitosis. It has dif-

ferential effects on cell fitness, arguably most of them detrimental. In

humans, aneuploidy has been linked to genetic disorders including

Down's syndrome (Dunlap, Aziz, & Rosenbaum, 1986; Hassold & Hunt,

2001), cancer (Gao et al., 2007; Gao et al., 2016; Kops,Weaver, &Cleve-

land, 2005), and various forms of karyotype mosaicism (Biesecker &
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Spinner, 2013). In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, aneuploidy of the largest

chromosome (Chr IV) can increase cell doubling time by 167%, slowing

down growth dramatically (due to a delay at the G1 stage of mitosis

causedby the largerDNAcontent; Torres et al., 2007). At the same time,

aneuploidies of other chromosomes can lead to enhanced proliferative

capacity in Saccharomyces, conferring faster growth compared with

the corresponding euploid strains under specific conditions (Zhu,

Pavelka, Bradford, Rancati, & Li, 2012). Similarly, aneuploid cancer cells

often have competitive advantages over euploid cells (Sheltzer & Amon,

2011) and increasedmetastatic success, spreading from one type of tis-

sue to another (Gao et al., 2016).
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Recently, a growing number of studies link aneuploidy to adaptation,

suggesting that aneuploidy (as a result of nondisjunction during mitotic

division) may provide a natural, but transient, route to rapid adaptive

evolution in microbial populations (Chang, Lai, Tung, & Leu, 2013; Hose

et al., 2015; Smukowski Heil et al., 2017). For instance, several experi-

mental evolution studies using yeast (Chen, Bradford, Seidel, & Li,

2012; Gorter et al., 2017; Pavelka et al., 2010; Selmecki et al., 2015;

Selmecki, Dulmage, Cowen, Anderson, & Berman, 2009; Yona et al.,

2012) and other pathogenic fungi such as Candida albicans (Selmecki,

Forche, & Berman, 2006) and Cryptococcus neoformans (Gerstein et al.,
FIGURE 1 Diagram of the causes and consequences of aneuploidy. Sexu
divergent species followed by antirecombination during hybrid meiosis, an
leading to chromosomal missegregation. Aneuploidy can also occur due to
propagating under severe environmental stress. Solid arrows show known
2015) suggest that aneuploidy can confer increased stress and drug

resistance. This is likely due to the variation in gene dosage caused by

the loss or gain of chromosomes causing higher phenotypic diversity

or pathogenic potential in aneuploid microbial populations (Bader

et al., 2012; Beach et al., 2017; Gerstein et al., 2015; Hirakawa, Chyou,

Huang, Slan, & Bennett, 2017; Hu et al., 2011; Ni et al., 2013).

In this review, we analyse patterns and frequencies of chromo-

some aneuploidy in experimental, industrial, and pathogenic yeast

strains. We also analyse relationships between aneuploidy, chromo-

some size, and specific environmental stressors (Figure 1) and
al reproduction promoting aneuploidy includes hybridisation between
d nondisjunction of sister chromatids in regular nonhybrid meiosis,
nondisjunction during mitotic cell division and when strains are
causal relationships; dashed arrows show hypothesized relationships
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discuss whether aneuploidy may provide populations with the phe-

notypic variation needed to adapt to stressful or quickly changing

environments.

In addition, we would like to highlight an interesting but unstudied

research question. We think it is important and timely that we start

exploring the connection between hybridisation, aneuploidy, and

adaptation in microbes. Chromosomal nondisjunction is known to be

a particularly prevalent outcome of interspecific hybrid meiosis in

yeast, leaving a large fraction of the F1 hybrids offspring (spores) aneu-

ploid (Boynton, Janzen, & Greig, 2018; Greig, Travisano, Louis, & Borts,

2003; Rogers, McConnell, Ono, & Greig, 2018). Aneuploidy is thus

thought to be one of the main reasons for F1 hybrid sterility in yeast,

causing almost complete reproductive isolation between species of

the Saccharomyces sensu stricto complex (F1 hybrids produce less than

1% viable gametes (Hou, Friedrich, de Montigny, & Schacherer, 2014;

Liti, Barton, & Louis, 2006). Although these F1 hybrids can persist

mitotically for hundreds to thousands of generations, F1 hybrid meio-

ses can produce high fitness aneuploid offspring with enhanced adap-

tive potential (e.g., in interspecific Crypococcus hybrids (Hu et al., 2011;

Lengeler, Cox, & Heitman, 2001). Although little data exist to date, we

explore the idea that some aneuploid hybrids may be evolutionary suc-

cessful and could outcompete euploid, nonhybrid strains, especially in

highly stressful environments. This has particular relevance for hybrid

pathogenic microbes and traits related to their epidemiology.
TABLE 1 Common aneuploidies linked with adaptation to different type

Chromosome
Type of
aneuploidy Stress Selection agent

II, III, and V + Environmental stress Paraquat (superoxide)

III + Environmental stress Ethanol

III + Temperature Heat (39°C)

IV + Environmental stress Hydrogen Peroxide

(oxidative)

V + Environmental stress High pH (8.6)

VIII − DNA damage Telomerase Insufficienc

VIII + Drug resistance Fluconazole (antifungal

IX + Drug resistance Hygromycin B

XII − Drug resistance Benomyl

XIII + Starvation Raffinose

XIII + Toxic metabolic

intermediates

Galactose

XIV + Starvation Allantoin

XV + Proteotoxic stress Radicol (Hsp90 inhibito

XVI − Drug resistance Tunicamycin

Note. Review of published data showing chromosome numeral, type of aneuploi

agent, initial ploidy of the experimental population, notes, and references.
2 | ANEUPLOIDY FACILITATES
ADAPTATION

In this section, we provide a summary of what is known about the

adaptive potential of aneuploidy through mitotic nondisjunction dur-

ing asexual reproduction in yeast. We include examples from labora-

tory, industrial, and pathogenic strains adapting to different kinds of

stress and focus on complete aneuploidy where an entire chromo-

some is gained or lost from the cell. Some studies reviewed here also

include examples where large parts of a chromosome are amplified or

deleted, which is referred to as partial aneuploidy (Selmecki et al.,

2006; Sunshine et al., 2015). We will specifically mention if results

are based on partial aneuploidies.
2.1 | Aneuploidy in laboratory strains

Since before the advent of genomics, a role for aneuploidy in adapta-

tion in yeast has been suggested (Cox & Bevan, 1962). The consis-

tency with which aneuploid cells are recovered following the

exposure of yeasts to stress in the laboratory suggests that it can

serve as an adaptation mechanism to harsh environments (see Box 1

and Table 1 for more detailed information). In S. cerevisiae, adaptation

though aneuploidy is likely due to the amplified or modified
s of stress in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Ploidy Notes Source

1N Jonas Warringer, pers.

Comm.

2N Near lethal stress Voordeckers et al.

(2015)

1N Transient (eliminated within

2,350 gens)

Yona et al. (2012)

1N Linder et al. (2017)

1N Transient (eliminated within

2,350 gens)

Yona et al. (2012)

y 2N Allows for survival Millet et al. (2015)

) 2N Chen et al. (2012)

2N Chen et al. (2015)

2N Chen et al. (2012)

4N Selmecki et al. (2015)

1N and

2N

Recovery after knockout of

GAL7

Sirr et al. (2015)

2N Hong and Gresham

(2014)

r) 1N and

2N

Chen et al. (2012)

2N Chen et al. (2012)

dy (amplification or deletion is + or −, respectively), type of stress, selection
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expression of genes on aneuploid chromosomes, which can lead to

increased tolerance to environmental stress (Chen et al., 2012; Lauer

et al., 2018; Linder, Greco, Seidl, Matsui, & Ehrenreich, 2017; Millet,

Ausiannikava, Le Bihan, Granneman, & Makovets, 2015; Selmecki

et al., 2015; Yona et al., 2012). This includes low nutrient availability

(Gresham et al., 2008; Hong & Gresham, 2014; Selmecki et al., 2015;

Sunshine et al., 2015), high ethanol concentrations (Voordeckers

et al., 2015), high temperature (Figure 2 adapted from Yona et al.,

2012), and telomerase insufficiency (Millet et al., 2015). Box 2 pro-

vides a more detailed overview of common aneuploidies in Saccharo-

myces and Candida and what is known about their respective

adaptive potential.

2.2 | Aneuploidy in industrial strains

Aneuploidy is common in Saccharomyces strains used for industrial

purposes, such as fermentation and baking. In total, there were 604

cases of aneuploidies in the 287 aneuploid industrial strains we

reviewed here (Duan et al., 2018; Gallone et al., 2016; Peter et al.,

2018; Table S2A). Whether these aneuploidies are due to adaptation

to industrial conditions or by‐products of selection on other traits

(e.g., flavour of fermentation product) is not known.

One commonly studied species is Saccharomyces pastorianus,

which was originally the result of hybridisation between S. cerevisiae

and Saccharomyces eubayanus (Peris et al., 2016) and is used in the

production of all lager beers. The S. pastorianus genome is well known

to contain various aneuploidies. Overall, chromosome copy number

varies drastically from 45 to 79 between S. pastorianus strains, that

is, from near triploid (3N) to almost pentaploid (5N; van den Broek
FIGURE 2 Aneuploidy as a temporary adaptation mechanism Redraw
temperatures (yellow bolts), replicate diploid yeast populations (circles) gai
16 chromosomes shown) within 450 generations of long‐term exposure to
temperatures, euploidy was restored and novel beneficial mutations (indica
increased fitness further
et al., 2015). This variation may lead to differing properties and fla-

vours made during fermentation. In addition, an investigation of partial

aneuploidies in S. pastorianus found examples, which included genes

linked with flocculation (Dunn & Sherlock, 2008). This is not surprising,

as flocculation is an important part of the brewing process in lager.

Aneuploidy has also been found in the yeasts used for the distilling

of spirits such and vodka and whisky (Adamczyk et al., 2016;

Deregowska et al., 2015; Naumova, Sadykova, Martynenko, &

Naumov, 2013). Aneuploidies in distilling strains have been linked with

increased copy number of MAL and SUC genes, which are known to

play important roles in the distilling process (Naumova et al., 2013).
2.3 | Aneuploidy in pathogenic yeasts

During infection, pathogens are confronted with harsh new environ-

ments inside their hosts. The host's attempts at defence include

phagocytosis (digestion of cells by phagocytes) and the adaptive

immune response, resulting in a stressful situation for the invading

pathogen (Romani, 2004). In response, some pathogenic cells change

ploidy or become aneuploid upon invasion of their host (reviewed in

Todd, Forcher, & Selmecki, 2017).
2.3.1 | Saccharomyces

Although S. cerevisiae is generally not harmful to humans, it can

become an opportunistic pathogen in immunocompromised individ-

uals. A study of 136 such strains found that 36% contained aneu-

ploidies (Zhu et al., 2016). Our analysis of published data from Zhu
n from (Yona et al., 2012). When repeatedly subjected to high
ned an extra chromosome (red, blue, and green lines; only three of
high temperatures. After 2,350 generations of exposure to high
ted in yellow) compensated for the loss of the extra chromosome and



Box 1 Aneuploidy in response to different types of

stress

Temperature

When exposed to high temperatures (39°C), three replicate

S. cerevisiae populations showed aneuploidy of Chr III after

450 generations (Yona et al., 2012). However, by 1,000

generations, all populations lost their extra copy of Chr III,

instead retaining increased expression of 17 genes within a

region of Chr III (Figure 2). The expression of 13 of these

genes clearly assisted in heat tolerance when upregulated.

The same pattern of aneuploidy followed by reversal to

euploidy occurred when exposing populations to high pH,

suggesting that aneuploidy may be a “quick fix” allowing

survival with a temporarily more costly strategy in the

short term. Consistent with this, the same study also found

that if stress was applied more gradually, for example,

when increasing temperature in small increments,

aneuploidy did not occur at all (Yona et al., 2012).

Starvation

Aneuploidy, both partial and complete, can amplify the

expression of genes involved in general adaptation to

starvation in S. cerevisiae populations grown under

sulphate‐, glucose‐, phosphate‐, carbon‐, and nitrogen‐

limited conditions (Gresham et al., 2008; Hong & Gresham,

2014; Selmecki et al., 2015; Sunshine et al., 2015). In

extreme cases, every population grown in sulphate‐limited

conditions contained partial or complete aneuploidy

(Sunshine et al., 2015).

Toxic stress

Chr III has been repeatedly found to be both completely and

partially aneuploid in S. cerevisiae populations adapted to

high levels of ethanol (Morard et al., 2019; Voordeckers

et al., 2015). Industrial Saccharomyces strains, especially

those used for brewing and distilling, frequently experience

aneuploidisation, likely for the same reason—the toxicity of

high alcohol concentrations in the fermentation vessel

(Gorter de Vries, Pronk, & Daran, 2017). Aneuploidy also

confers stress tolerance in the spoilage yeast

Zygosaccharomyces rouxii, perhaps allowing them to thrive

in high salt and sugar environments (Solieri, Dakal, &

Bicciato, 2014). Tolerance to hydrogen peroxide has been

linked with Chr IV aneuploidy in S. cerevisiae. This was

linked with increased copy number of the gene TSA2,

which is located on Chr IV (Linder et al., 2017). Although

S. cerevisiae is normally able to utilise galactose as a food

source, strains with the GAL7 gene knocked out are highly

sensitive to galactose. In rare cases, these knockout strains

may evolve resistance. An analysis of 247 genomes of

these haploid galactose‐resistant strains showed that 124

(~50%) were aneuploid, with an extra Chr XIII in 93 strains

(75% of the aneuploid strains; Sirr et al., 2015). A gene on

Chr XIII (GAL80) was linked with this resistance.

Telomerase insufficiency

Telomerase is a reverse transcriptase enzyme that adds

repetitive sequences to the 3′ end of telomeres, protecting

chromosomes from DNA damage. When cell proliferation

in S. cerevisiae is limited by low amounts of telomerase in

cells grown at elevated temperature, 32 of 79 surviving

clones had changed from haploid to near diploid

karyotypes after 80 generations (Millet et al., 2015). The

near diploid clones had only a single copy of Chr VIII and

produced colonies smaller than the wild type (Millet et al.,

2015). However, often these strains produced wild‐type‐

like colonies again, which contained two copies of all

chromosomes. This suggests they had exploited the

adaptive advantage of their aneuploidy to survive the

period of telomerase insufficiency and then became fully

diploid again. The authors suggested that aneuploidy of

Chr VIII affected the genes PRP8, UTP9, KOG1, and SCH9,

whose loss results in a reduction in expression of

ribosomal components to reduce their overall proportion,

which may assist in the adaptation to reduced telomerase

expression.
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et al. (2016) and Peter et al. (2018) found a total of 146 aneuploidies

in 73 pathogenic aneuploid S. cerevisiae strains (Table S2B).
2.3.2 | Candida

C. albicans is the most common fungal pathogen in humans, causing

severe illness in immunocompromised patients, mostly through infec-

tion of the mucous membranes. C. albicans can undergo a parasexual

cycle, during which two diploid cells form a tetraploid cell. These cells

either reproduce asexually as tetraploids or revert to diploid or near

diploid haplotype, through a concentrated chromosome loss event

(Bennett & Johnson, 2003). This parasexual cycle frequently gener-

ates a vast variety of aneuploid offspring (Hickman, Paulson, Dudley,

& Berman, 2015) with more variation in phenotype than euploid

strains (Hirakawa et al., 2017). Although these aneuploidies were

detrimental under normal conditions, in some cases, they assisted

in increasing virulence and resistance to fluconazole, with an extra

Chr III or Chr VI being most common (Forche, Magee, Selmecki,

Berman, & May, 2009).



Box 2 Common aneuploidies

In S. cerevisiae, aneuploidy can lead to the formation of

multicellular structures that produce “fluffy” colonies on

agar plates (Tan et al., 2013). This included four

chromosomes, Chr III, Chr X, Chr XV, and Chr XVI, with an

intermediate phenotype produced by aneuploidy of Chr V.

This aneuploidy‐dependent phenotype has also been found

in C. albicans, where an extra copy of Chr IV is responsible

for filamentation during growth, which also increased the

virulence of the strain (Hirakawa et al., 2017).

Whole genome sequencing of 1,011 S. cerevisiae isolates

from around the world, including wild, domestic, and clinical

strains, showed that 19.1% of the isolates contained

aneuploidies for one or more chromosomes (Peter et al.,

2018). Interestingly, this study found the same four

chromosomes to be frequently aneuploid as a previous

study on pathogenic S. cerevisiae strains (Zhu, Sherlock, &

Petrov, 2016). Zhu et al. (2016) found Chr XI (667 kb) to

be most often aneuploid, followed by Chr I (231 kb), Chr

VIII (563 kb), and Chr IX (440 kb). In addition, Peter et al.

found Chr III, which is one of the smallest chromosomes

(317 kb), to often be aneuploid, whereas Chr IV, the largest

(1532 kb), was aneuploid the least often. The large Chr IV

was also less frequently aneuploid in viable F1

S. cerevisiae × Saccharomyces paradoxus hybrid spores

compared with other chromosomes (Kao, Schwartz, &

Sherlock, 2010). Our survey of eight articles also found Chr

IV to be aneuploid the least common (Table S1). Chr IV has

previously been associated with a 167% increase in

doubling time when it is aneuploid under normal growth

conditions, the largest increase for any chromosome

(Torres et al., 2007). This suggests that the fitness cost of

aneuploidy for Chr IV leads to its low frequency under

most conditions, though it has been found to assist in

adaptation on occasion (Linder et al., 2017).

After continued growth and exposure of S. cerevisiae to

the drug radicicol, which inhibits the chaperone complex

Hsp90, three resistant diploid populations emerged,

through gaining of an extra copy of Chr XV (Chen et al.,

2012). Haploid strains containing two copies of Chr XV

were also resistant to radicicol. Hsp90 stress generates

more chromosomal instabilities, resulting in other

aneuploidies in addition to that of Chr XV. Pretreatment

with radicicol increased growth in fluconazole, tunicamycin,

and benomyl (Chen et al., 2012). Interestingly, Chr XV

aneuploidy has been shown to also cause sensitivity to the

drug hygromycin B (Chen et al., 2015). When subjected to

hygromycin B, aneuploid strains shed their extra copy of

Chr XV whereas others gained an extra copy of Chr IX,

resulting in populations with a mixture of euploid and

aneuploid cells. This shows that the fitness benefits that

aneuploidy can potentially provide are extremely dependent

on the environment in which the strains grow.
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In C. albicans strains that are resistant to the antifungal drug flu-

conazole, a specific aneuploidy is often recovered, which is the forma-

tion of an isochromosome containing two copies of the left arm of Chr

V (i5L; Selmecki et al., 2006). The increased copy number of two genes

(ERG11 and TAC1) located in this region has been shown to assist

with the fluconazole adaptation in an elegant follow‐up experiment

(Selmecki, Gerami‐Nejad, Paulson, Forche, & Berman, 2008). Interest-

ingly, showcasing the paradoxical fitness effects of aneuploidy, i5L

reduces resistance to another type of drug (pyrvinium pamoate) in

C. albicans, (Chen et al., 2015). In strains of C. glabrata, a pathogen

of the bloodstream and the urogenital tract (Ahmad et al., 2013;

Poláková et al., 2009), aneuploidy (including an entirely new chromo-

some) has also been found to confer resistance to fluconazole and

was also suggested to assist in dealing with stressful host defence

mechanisms during infection.
2.3.3 | Cryptococcus

Cryptococcus species are the causative agents of cryptococcal meningi-

tis and a significant source of mortality. In a study investigating 188

mostly clinical isolates of C. neoformans var. grubii, 25 of 164 haploid

isolates showed partial or complete aneuploidy (Rhodes et al., 2017).

Variation in chromosome copy number in C. neoformans has been

linked to an increase of virulence in mice and HIV/AIDS patients (Hu

et al., 2011). In C. neoformans, cells of the same mating type are able

to cross, resulting in diploid cells. When these diploids sporulate, this

sometimes results in haploid or aneuploid offspring, which contain

large amounts of phenotypic variability, for example, showing

increased melanin production and increased fluconazole resistance

(Ni et al., 2013). C. neoformans can also form “titan” cells, which are

larger than normal haploid cells. These cells are frequently tetraploid

(4N), octoploid (8N), or even higher ploidy. Under stressful conditions,

these titan cells can produce near diploid daughter cells, with aneu-

ploidies affecting different chromosomes. These aneuploid cells often

show resistance to different drugs. Chr I aneuploidy was found to

occur more often (in 26 out of 53 strains), but other chromosomes also

assisted with fluconazole resistance (Gerstein et al., 2015)
2.3.4 | Leishmania and Trypanozoma

As a side note, adaptation through aneuploidy is also known to occur in

nonfungal pathogenicmicrobes. Trypanosomatids, including Leishmania

and Trypanozoma, are responsible for diseases such as sleeping sickness

(Trypanosoma brucei) and Chagas disease (Trypanosoma cruzi). Aneu-

ploidy is particularly widespread across Leishmania and has been shown

to vary from few aneuploid chromosomes (Valdivia et al., 2017) tomany

(Coughlan et al., 2017; Coughlan et al., 2018; Iantorno et al., 2017;
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Kumar et al., 2013; Prieto Barja et al., 2017; Reis‐Cunha et al., 2015;

Rogers et al., 2011; Ubeda et al., 2008) depending on the species, with

large phenotypic effects, including resistance to various drugs. For

example, Leishmania major gains resistance to the drugs methotrexate

and antimonial through aneuploidy, Leishmania donovani to the drug

nelfinavi and Leishmania infantum to methotrexate (Kumar et al., 2013;

Mukherjee et al., 2013; Ubeda et al., 2008). Aneuploidy has also been

shown to result in reduced generation time, increasing fitness in vitro

in L. donovani, where chromosome copy number in aneuploids was pos-

itively correlated with gene expression in all but one chromosome, that

is, an extra copy of a chromosome caused gene expression of most

genes on that chromosome to double (testing effects of genomic cover-

age on transcriptomic coverage: r = 0.72; Prieto Barja et al., 2017). In

T. cruzi, several studies have noted the presence of aneuploidy (Lewis

et al., 2009; Minning, Weatherly, Flibotte, & Tarleton, 2011), which

appears to vary between strains (Reis‐Cunha et al., 2015), but to our

knowledge, these aneuploidies have not been linked with aspects of

pathogenicity or drug resistance yet.
FIGURE 3 Proportion of aneuploid to euploid strains as a function
of ploidy. Data was extracted from four sources (Duan et al., 2018;
Gallone et al., 2016; Peter et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2016) with a total of
1,547 strains between them (158 haploid, 1,149 diploid, 104 triploid,
and 131 tetraploid). The proportion of aneuploid to euploid strains
was calculated per study, means and standard errors were calculated
across studies. Analyses and graphs were made in R version 3.5.1
(Feather Spray; R Core Team, 2018) with the packages ggplot2
(Wickham, 2016), ggpubr (Kassambara, 2018), and magrittr (Bache &
Wickham, 2014). (Kruskal–Wallis χ2 = 9.86, p = .02, pairwise t‐test
3 | PATTERNS OF ANEUPLOIDY—
CHROMOSOME SIZE, PLOIDY, AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

Although the occurrence of aneuploidy, like any mutation, is stochas-

tic, certain patterns emerge. Here, we investigate associations

between rates of aneuploidy, initial average population ploidy and

chromosome size.

[4N] p < .05. *p < 0.05, **p < .01)
3.1 | Initial ploidy and rates of aneuploidy

The ploidy of a population determines, to an extent, its chances to lose

or gain chromosomes and thus its predisposition to turn aneuploid.

Our analysis of published data from four independent studies,

encompassing 1,547 strains (Duan et al., 2018; Gallone et al., 2016;

Peter et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2016), revealed a general pattern of

increasing proportion of aneuploid strains with increasing ploidy

(Kruskal–Wallis χ2 = 9.86, p = .02, df = 3), with tetraploid strains con-

taining significantly higher rates of aneuploidy than lower ploidy

strains (t = 2.2, all p ≤ .05; Figure 3 and Table S3). This may simply

be a result of the circumstance that in genomes with higher ploidy,

chances for aneuploidy much higher, especially when both chromo-

some gains and losses are considered. Alternatively, higher ploidies

may cause additional genomic instability, perhaps due to higher muta-

tion rates or more frequent chromosome loss, affecting some chromo-

somes more than others. For instance, Todd et al. (2017) report

tetraploid S. cerevisiae cells to have a 200‐ to 1,000‐fold increase in

the rate of chromosome loss compared with isogenic diploid cells. This

effect is also well known from cancer genetics where tetraploidy pro-

motes chromosomal aberrations and tumourigenesis (Ganem,

Storchova, & Pellman, 2007; Lv et al., 2012).

Further evidence comes from experimental case studies observing

that under relaxed selection, diploid S. cerevisiae populations gained
significantly more chromosomes than haploid populations (binomial

test: p < 10−10; Sharp, Sandell, James, & Otto, 2018). Another study,

which compared haploids with populations that had undergone whole

genome duplication (WGD) to become diploid, found aneuploidy

exclusively in the diploid populations (Fisher, Buskirk, Vignogna,

Marad, & Lang, 2018). A further study found that haploid and diploid

strains were significantly less likely to contain aneuploid chromosomes

than >3N populations (Fisher's exact test p < .001; n of strains = 142,

(Zhu et al., 2016). Finally, in response to low carbon conditions, tetra-

ploid (4N) populations of S. cerevisiae were the only populations found

to contain aneuploidy, with haploid and diploid populations remaining

euploid. Most of these were loss‐of‐chromosome events,but gains of

Chr XIII were also observed significantly more times than any other

chromosome (Cochran–Armitage test, p < 1 × 10−7, n = 100; Selmecki

et al., 2015). Interestingly, an extra copy of Chr XIII in diploid popula-

tions was detrimental, highlighting the possibility that these muta-

tional effects are ploidy specific.
3.2 | Chromosome size and rates of aneuploidy

There is some debate as to whether organisms are able to tolerate

aneuploidy better in smaller chromosomes, with increased fitness
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costs potentially associated with larger chromosomes. In Saccharomy-

ces yeasts, several studies have found a significant negative

correlation between chromosome size and rate of aneuploidy

(Kumaran, Yang, & Leu, 2013; Peter et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2016).

There have also been references to this pattern in studies of C. albicans

(Forche et al., 2018) and C. neoformans var. grubii (Rhodes et al., 2017).

This suggests that this pattern is not unique to S. cerevisiae due to

their unconventional point centromere structure (Furuyama &

Biggins, 2007).

We tested for a relationship between chromosome size and the

frequency of aneuploidy in S. cerevisiae using published data from

eight different studies, with 1,228 aneuploidies between them (Duan

et al., 2018; Gallone et al., 2016; Jaffe, Sherlock, & Levy, 2017; Kao

et al., 2010; Peter et al., 2018; Selmecki et al., 2015; Sharp et al.,

2018; Zhu et al., 2016; Table S1). We found a significant negative cor-

relation between aneuploidy and chromosome size (Spearman's rank

correlation: r = −0.91, p < 1.3 × 10−6, df = 14; Figure 4). Figure 4

reveals some interesting exceptions to the above pattern. For

instance, despite being the second smallest, Chr VI shows an unex-

pectedly low incident of aneuploidies across studies. Disomy of Chr

VI was previously suggested as lethal on its own, due to the genes

TUB2 (involved in tubulin formation) and ACT1 (part of the cytoskele-

ton; Torres et al., 2007), both of which reduce cell viability when

expression is increased (Liu, Krizek, & Bretscher, 1992; Weinstein &

Solomon, 1990). It was suggested that aneuploidy of Chr VI may be

better tolerated in combination with other aneuploidies, for example,

Chr I and Chr XIII (Torres et al., 2007). A study of stability of aneu-

ploidies in S. cerevisiae also found few examples of aneuploidy in Chr

VI, with any incidences categorised as highly unstable (Zhu et al.,

2012). Interestingly, aneuploidies of chromosome VI have been shown
FIGURE 4 Number of aneuploidy incidents as a function of
chromosome size. Data was extracted from eight sources (Duan
et al., 2018; Gallone et al., 2016; Jaffe et al., 2017; Kao et al., 2010;
Peter et al., 2018; Selmecki et al., 2015; Sharp et al., 2018; Zhu et al.,
2016), with a total of 1,207 aneuploidies between them.
Chromosomes are labelled with Roman numerals
to evolve as a rescue mechanism in response to selection for the com-

pensation of deleterious mutations (Filteau et al., 2015). This shows

that although size of chromosome is important in predicting chance

of aneuploidy, other factors, for example, environmental or genetic

constraints, also need to be considered (Box 2 provides more

information).

The studies we considered here can be roughly divided into labo-

ratory experiments using specific strains of S. cerevisiae (recording

332 aneuploidies in total; Table S2D; Jaffe et al., 2017; Kao et al.,

2010; Selmecki et al., 2015; Sharp et al., 2018) and nonlaboratory

studies (recording 914 aneuploidies in total; Duan et al., 2018; Gallone

et al., 2016; Peter et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2016). We separated strains

from nonlaboratory studies into three further categories to test for a

relationship between chromosome size and the frequency of aneu-

ploidy: industrial (n = 604; Table S2A; Duan et al., 2018; Gallone et al.,

2016; Peter et al., 2018), pathogenic (n = 146; Table S2B; Peter et al.,

2018; Zhu et al., 2016), and wild strains (n = 146; Table S2C; Duan

et al., 2018; Peter et al., 2018), with some remaining uncategorised

(Peter et al., 2018). All three nonlaboratory strain types showed signif-

icant negative correlations between aneuploidy and chromosome size

(industrial populations Spearman's rank correlation: r = −0.83,

p = 6.18 × 10−5, df = 14, Figure S1A; pathogenic populations

Spearman's rank correlation: r = −0.64, p = .008, df = 14, Figure S1B;

wild populations Spearman's rank correlation: r = −0.59, p = .02, df = 14,

Figure S1C).

Data from laboratory studies alone did not show a strong rela-

tionship between aneuploidy and chromosome size (Pearson's

r = −0.47, p = .07, df = 14, Figure S1D). Although this may simply

be due to a lack of statistical power, one possible explanation is that

the experimental treatments used in these studies were so stressful

that aneuploidies even of larger chromosomes have net fitness ben-

efits. For example, selection for aneuploidy of the large chromosome

XIII has been observed under low carbon conditions (Selmecki et al.,

2015).
3.3 | Aneuploidy patterns in specific environments

Three aspects of stress crucially determine if adaptation through

aneuploidy occurs at all, and which aneuploidy occurs: (a) the type

of stress, (b) the degree of stress, and (c) the rate at which it is

applied. For example, aneuploidy in S. cerevisiae populations was

only observed when subjected abruptly to high levels of stress. A

more gradual increase in stress resulted in no aneuploidy (Yona

et al., 2012). Interestingly, another study comparing gradual versus

abrupt changes in heavy metal stress (cadmium) found the opposite

pattern; aneuploidy events occurred most commonly in gradually

increasing concentrations of cadmium (Gorter et al., 2017). This sug-

gests that different types of stress trigger different aneuploidy

responses. Box 1 provides a summary of what is known about the

adaptive potential of aneuploidy when cells face different types of

stress, such as temperature, starvation, toxic stress, and telomerase

insufficiency (see also Table 1).
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4 | HYBRIDISATION AND ANEUPLOIDY
THROUGH MEIOSIS

Hybrid meiosis, especially when involving genetically divergent spe-

cies, can cause high aneuploidy rates among the F1 offspring. This

is well studied in the budding yeast hybrids S. cerevisiae × S. paradoxus,

which differ at about 14% of all nucleotides in their genomes (Liti

et al., 2009). When crossed, a large proportion of their first genera-

tion hybrids (F1) produce aneuploid spores. Rogers et al. recently

showed that of ~15,000 F1 hybrid tetrads studied, more than a third

exhibited nondisjunction. Spores carried at least one aneuploidy

(40.3% per chromosome across all spores) with between one and

five chromosomes affected per spore (Rogers et al., 2018). The

underlying molecular mechanism causing infertility between species

is most likely antirecombination, where a lack of recombination

caused by the mismatch repair (MMR) system causes missegregation

of homeologous chromosomes during interspecific hybrid meiosis

(Chambers, Hunter, Louis, & Borts, 1996; Greig, 2009; Hunter,

Chambers, Louis, & Borts, 1996; Kao et al., 2010). Further evidence

for this comes from the deletion of two genes involved in MMR

(PMS1 and MSH2), which both independently reduce the rate of

aneuploidy in hybrids and increase spore viability (Hunter et al.,

1996; Kao et al., 2010).

To our knowledge, and after thorough reviewing of the literature,

little data exist on the role that aneuploidy plays in the adaptation of

hybrids and the relationships remain correlative. The best‐studied case

are probably the interspecific hybrids between C. neoformans × Crypto-

coccus gattii (serotype AD) frequently found in the wild (Cuomo,

Rhodes, & Desjardins, 2018; Li et al., 2012). Four out of 10 of these

hybrid strains showed signs of aneuploidy, with DNA content

between haploid and diploid levels (Lengeler et al., 2001). Two out

of three particularly virulent hybrid AD strains isolated from AIDS

patients contained an extra Chr XIII (Hu et al., 2008), which was linked

with the increased virulence of these strains (Hu et al., 2011). Another

study measuring the fitness of C. neoformans × C. gattii hybrids (but

not their ploidy) in 40 different environments found extensive trans-

gressive segregation (i.e., hybrids were fitter than the parents), sug-

gesting that hybridisation may play a significant role in the

phenotypic evolution of this important human pathogen (Shahid,

Han, Yoell, & Xu, 2008).

In a study of 212 predominantly industrial strains used in wine

and beer fermentation, 17 strains were identified to be hybrids, of

which a third (six strains) showed signs of aneuploidy (Borneman,

Forgan, Kolouchova, Fraser, & Schmidt, 2016). Ten of the 17 hybrids

strains had contributions from the distantly related yeast species

Saccharomyces kudriavzevii. In fact, S. cerevisiae × S. kudriavzevii

hybrids often play a role in wine fermentation, mostly unintention-

ally (Belloch et al., 2009; González, Barrio, Gafner, & Querol, 2006;

Lopandic et al., 2007). These hybrids often show elevated DNA con-

tent indicative of aneuploidy (Belloch et al., 2009; Erny et al., 2012).

For instance, the S. cerevisiae × S. kudriavzevii hybrid strain Eg8 has

been shown to contain a diploid set of S. cerevisiae and a haploid

set of S. kudriavzevii chromosomes. However, due to various
aneuploidies individual chromosomes from S. cerevisiae vary from

between one to four copies across all 17 isolates tested (Erny

et al., 2012). This strain is thought to have originally formed due

to hybridisation between a diploid S. cerevisiae spore and a haploid

S. kudriavzevii spore.

Interestingly, the pattern of decreasing aneuploidy rates as chro-

mosome size increases (Figure 4) has been reported in meiotic prod-

ucts of intraspecific S. paradoxus × S. paradoxus hybrids made from

divergent strains (N17 × N44; Rogers et al., 2018). This was not

observed in meiotic products of interspecific S. cerevisiae × S. paradoxus

hybrids (Rogers et al., 2018). To uncover the exact mechanism

behind this discrepancy will require further experimentation. If we

were to speculate, as the number of crossovers in S. cerevisiae

directly scales with chromosome size (Mancera, Bourgon, Brozzi,

Huber, & Steinmetz, 2008), this could explain why smaller chromo-

somes are more likely to become aneuploid in intraspecific hybrids

(Rogers et al., 2018). However, this does not explain why the pat-

tern is absent in interspecific hybrids. Interspecific hybrids often

experience antirecombination, resulting in reduced crossing over

due to the MMR mechanism. If this reduces crossing over in all

chromosomes, it is possible that antirecombination would cause a

similar pattern. One way to test this would be to use a combination

of MMR deficient strains, for example, MSH2 knockout strains (Kao

et al., 2010), and to measure aneuploidy rates in both viable and

inviable spores, for example, using fluorescence markers. If defi-

ciency in the MMR pathway in interspecific hybrids reinstated the

pattern of chromosome size and rate of aneuploidy seen in intraspe-

cific hybrids, then this may be the underlying mechanism. This could

help uncover the discrepancy, as well as reinforce the role of

antirecombination in hybrid sterility.

Of course, none of the above studies presents direct evidence

that aneuploidy can promote adaptation in hybrids. However, it is

reasonable to expect that aneuploidy in hybrids can bring about

competitive advantages, using the same genetic and molecular

mechanisms as in nonhybrid strains. In addition, consider the follow-

ing circumstances. Small isolated populations existing at the margins

of species ranges are more likely to hybridise with neighbouring,

genetically divergent populations or species (McFarlane &

Pemberton, 2019). Hybridisation should automatically increase the

frequency of aneuploids in these environments (whether aneuploidy

is beneficial or not; Rogers et al., 2018). At the same time, popula-

tions existing at the periphery where ecological conditions are more

challenging are more likely to experience stress (Macdonald,

Llewelyn, Moritz, & Phillips, 2017). We suggest that the convergence

of these processes—hybridisation and aneuploidy—and the increased

chance for them to occur at the same time and place under environ-

mental stress may give aneuploid hybrid genomes a transient solu-

tion to adaptation. Indeed, aneuploid hybrids may be more stress

tolerant as a result of more flexible gene dosage compensation. This

could facilitate the evolution of hybrid microbial populations with

new ecological characteristics (e.g., new drug resistance or increased

infectivity) in habitats where the parental strains would not be able

to survive.
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Under conditions where populations require rapid adaptive responses

to a detrimental environment to be able to survive, aneuploidy

through chromosomal nondisjunction during mitosis can provide a

quick solution allowing for adaptation. In cancer cells, for instance,

aneuploidy is known to result in deregulation of the transcriptome

and proteome (Dürrbaum & Storchová, 2016; Ried et al., 2012). Aneu-

ploidy, as with any other alteration in gene copy number (Lauer et al.,

2018), can result in differential gene expression (Sheltzer, Torres,

Dunham, & Amon, 2012). Under certain conditions, such changes in

gene dosage may provide fitness benefits to the cell that outweigh

the costs of maintaining the aneuploidy. This includes drug resistance,

adaptation to environmental stress and, in pathogenic taxa, the coloni-

sation of novel hosts and higher virulence, which in turn can promote

their evolutionary diversification (Figure 1; Selmecki et al., 2006;

Selmecki et al., 2015; Yona et al., 2012).

Specific chromosomes are more often affected by aneuploidy than

others in response to specific types of stress (Figure 4; Box 2). These

patterns of aneuploidy are interesting because they may allow for the

identification of genes or regions involved in stress response (e.g., sev-

eral genes on Chr III provide heat tolerance; Yona et al., 2012). This

can be informative for industrial applications, for example, for the

engineering of strains that are more efficient bioethanol producers,

or strains resistant to radiation, heavy metal, or acid to clean up the

toxic environments that are human waste products. This knowledge

could also be helpful to improve the treatment of infections, for exam-

ple, by avoiding certain drugs known to induce aneuploidy and there-

fore drug resistance. For example, the aneuploid daughters of

C. neoformans titan cells provide a good target for study of aneuploidy

and its impacts on pathogenicity.

Our analysis and that of others (reviewed in Todd et al., 2017)

show that S. cerevisiae strains with higher initial ploidy are also gener-

ally more likely to be aneuploid (Figure 3). WGD has played an impor-

tant role in the diversification and evolution of Saccharomyces yeast

(Albertin et al., 2009). It is thus conceivable that in the process of

WGD or polyploidisation in general, aneuploidy is a regular, accidental

by‐product. We think it is therefore possible that over the course of

the merging and diverging of yeast species, including several indepen-

dent WGD events, aneuploidy may have featured many times in the

natural history of yeasts. We suggest that in a similar manner to the

sub‐ or neo‐functionalization of genomic regions known to occur after

WGD events (Van de Peer, Mizrachi, & Marchal, 2017), having an

extra copy of a chromosome, even temporarily, may allow for an

increased evolvability of the genome.

A conclusive demonstration of aneuploidy playing any formative

role in macroevolutionary processes is of course a tall order, espe-

cially due to the transient nature of aneuploidy. Experimental evolu-

tion studies have shown that changes in gene dosage leading to

phenotypic innovations due to aneuploidy will only be based on

the effects of the extra chromosome for a limited number of gener-

ations, until it is shed from the cell and replaced by less cumber-

some, more stable genomic solutions (Yona et al., 2012). So even if
aneuploidy is an important driver of adaptation to changing environ-

ments, and wild populations isolated from stressful environments

have gained or lost chromosomes sometime in the past, environmen-

tal sequencing of wild strains is likely to underestimate aneuploidy as

once in the laboratory, exposure to an overabundance of nutrients

and absence of environmental stress could cause a quick loss of

extra chromosomes.

We suggest future studies could use next generation sequencing

to investigate signatures of past aneuploidy in the genome. One

approach may be to exploit the fact that even temporary aneuploidy

causes the affected chromosome to be a more likely target for selec-

tion due to its higher copy number. The affected chromosome may

carry the “ghost of an aneuploid past,” perhaps in the form of higher

evolutionary rates as aneuploidy, much like gene duplication, frees

up genes on the extra chromosomal copies for taking on new func-

tions by mutation. It is intriguing to think about the dynamics ensuing

from different genetic architectures of adaptive traits in this context.

For instance, would aneuploidy be more or less likely retained if adap-

tation was based on a few genes located on the extra chromosome, as

compared with a trait with a quantitative genetic basis that has many

genes on the extra chromosome?

It has been demonstrated experimentally that interspecific

S. cerevisiae × S. paradoxus yeast hybrids can colonise new ecological

niches (Stelkens, Brockhurst, Hurst, & Greig, 2014; Stelkens,

Brockhurst, Hurst,Miller, & Greig, 2014), and that S. cerevisiae × Saccha-

romyces uvarum hybrids can gain resistance to stress through genomic

rearrangements such as chromosomal fusions and translocations (Dunn

et al., 2013; Piotrowski et al., 2012). There is no data to date on the long‐

term benefits or costs of aneuploidy through hybrid meiosis. However,

we think this is a fruitful field for further research, given (a) the accumu-

lating evidence for adaptation through aneuploidy (Selmecki et al.,

2015; Yona et al., 2012), (b) the evidence that hybrid meiosis leads to

high rates of aneuploidy in yeast (Rogers et al., 2018), and (c) the circum-

stance that both aneuploidy and hybridisation occur in stressful and

perturbed habitats (Garroway et al., 2010; Muhlfeld et al., 2014).

Whether hybridisation will generally assist or hamper adaptation to

changing environments, with or without aneuploidy, is itself a debated

topic (Hamilton & Miller, 2016; Kovach, Luikart, Lowe, Boyer, &

Muhlfeld, 2016; Miller & Hamilton, 2016). In pathogenic microbes, this

has particular relevance due to themedical risk of newhybrid pathogens

emerging through genetic exchange with potentially increased viru-

lence, larger host ranges, or increased drug resistance (Ochman, Law-

rence, & Groisman, 2000).

A combination of available and new molecular and phenotypic

strain typing, microscopy, and karyotyping techniques should soon

allow for a more in‐depth understanding of aneuploidy and its evolu-

tionary significance.
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